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The world nowadays like to move with a fast pace and any hurdle causing sluggishness is
unacceptable. Likewise in Outlook, slow performance in its functioning gives its user a reason for
concern. In the advanced version of Microsoft Outlook email manager, the storage capacity that is
being offered to the users for storing email data like attachments, contacts, calendars, notes,
journals etc. is 20GB which is huge as compared with earlier version of Outlook. But the issue that
users faced while working newer Outlook edition (Outlook 2003-2010) is it starts behaving slowly
when the PST file size starts increasing. To deal with the problem, the first step that must be taken
is to download Outlook PST file splitter freeware.

Now, the question is why starting with Split PST Over 2 GB? Since, the problem is related to large
size of PST file; it can be resolved by diminishing Outlook file size. To dissever large PST files into
smaller chunks, experts suggest making use of a reliable PST splitter. Software solution to dissever
PST files is procurable online but the question is how to decide which solution is genuine and
matches your requirement. In this context, PST Splitter can help and this is the reason why Split
PST Over 2 GB is recommended before fragmenting the PST files with licensed version of the tool.

Besides the help in making a right selection, Split PST Over 2 GB by PST splitter freeware also aids
help in analyzing ability of the software prior making a valuable investment in it. For example:
Suppose you start your explore online for an eminent tool to divide large size PST file into smaller
parts. You came across a tool that promised to offer the expected features in the software. Now, at
this point of time, how will you ensure yourself that the tool is genuine and has graphical user
interface that offers you ease at work. To ensure all these fact, Outlook Splitter must be downloaded
before purchasing the full pro version of the tool.

Tool To Carve Up PST File Efficiently: In online market, you can trust Split PST software that divide
large size PST file by date, size, folder, selected folder and by yearly that is an expert suggested
tool for the purpose of dividing PST files. You can also download PST Splitter software to Split PST
Over 2 GB edition of the tool that allows splitting 50 PST files into smaller parts. Read more:-
http://www.pstsplitter.org/split-pst-over-2gb.html
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Maichaljuly - About Author:
The Company continuously explores about the latest  issues faced by the user and develops
solutions accordingly to help them out.  The company provides a Split PST Over 2 GB in the form of
a Split PST software demo  version to allow users to dissever PST files efficiently.
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